
As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.



AS a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
famiiies or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trait. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feet it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-tn road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the fast few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 krn/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Driv^-ln road)J am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, 1 feet it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or SOkm/hr. This road is the only exception, it is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area,

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property'and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-in road),I am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years.
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area. ^^ ^^k ^ ^^w^, ^ ^ ^^4^^
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Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our ~" ^''
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound, Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful piace to live.



As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018, During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.



As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 178 in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bnjce Trait. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, t feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road)J am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed af the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound, Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr, This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to five.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-in road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, t feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. Ai! of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 178 in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
SOkm/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
mad has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018, During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. Alt of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a propei^y and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian ^luffs (formerly known as the Drive-in road),) am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road.^For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, t feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Spnngmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful pface to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
-neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.



As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Dhve-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few yea,rs,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to schoolanc^
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no tdnger
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring couid be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. Ali of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr, at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful piace to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-In road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a resuTt'ofthe
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018, During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. Al! of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr, would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live- However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.



As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quj^t place to live. However,, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as: an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I fee! it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood^bf Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 178 and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hlkers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St, This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian. Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-in road),I am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy ^eing outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. "Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route'to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. Alt of the other roads in this area are
posted ^ either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),I am
very concerned about the volume of, traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
SOkm/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or SOkm/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to five.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr, This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to five.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During construction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area,

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.
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As a property and resident in the neighbourhood of Grey Road 17B in
Georgian Bluffs (formerly known as the Drive-ln road),! am
very concerned about the volume of traffic and the posted speed limits on
this road. For many decades, this residential neighbourhood has been a
safe and quiet place to live. However, throughout the last few years,
motorists have been using this road as an access into and out of Owen
Sound. According to data compiled by the OPP, 5000 vehicles a day are
now using Road 17B and many at excessive speeds. As a result, this
poses a significant risk to the safety of children walking to school and
families or hikers using the adjacent Bruce Trail. Many of us can no longer
enjoy being outside on our own properties because of noise and exhaust
fumes. Since the OPP are reporting that about 2400 vehicles are
speeding every day, I feel it would make sense to lower the speed limit to
50km/hr. for everyone's safety.

The current problems that we are enduring could be a result of the
extensive work that Grey County completed at the Springmount
intersection in 2018. During constmction, many motorists began to use
Grey Road 17B as an alternate route to enter Owen Sound. Hence, this
road has remained their choice. All of the other roads in this area are
posted at either 40 or 50km/hr. This road is the only exception. It is of
particular concern that it is posted at 70 km/hr. off Highway 6 and is
reduced to 60km/hr. at West St. This results in an inordinate amount of
noise for the residents in that area.

Reducing the speed limit to 50 km/hr. would once again make our
neighbourhood a safe and peaceful place to live.

^Having a four way stop at this corner where we live is just dumb.
We see people who do not stop here frequently. There have been
accidents and near accidents and at least one fatality since we moved

here in 2008.
Police presence sit on the corner from time to time and give us rude
awakenings with their car lights flashing and noise during the night.
But that doesn't realty solve the problem.
We have noticed the great increase in traffic / and a lot of big trucks,
causing a lot of noise. Also, no sidewalks or bike paths, are definite

safety concerns.

Hoping for consideration for the residents.
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